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1. Motivation. Duty.



  

The Seven Times

„Whoever, therefore, devotes himself to secular 
learning, or to any other earthly affairs, with the 
intensity one should reserve only for inner 
scrutinity to please God, deserves to perish 
because he dissipates the incense, reserved for 
God alone, on temporal and perishable things.“

Peter Damian
Saint and doctor of the Church (* ~ 1006 – † 1072) [„7Z“: Moses (Part, Start)]

(Letter 23, The Letters of Peter Damian, The Fathers of the Church, Vol 1, 1989)



  

Outline

2. Guide for reading the books



  

Structure of the Books

A reading guide.

● Comparable to a "freshmen" mathematics lecture.  

● Logical derivation. 

The contents are to be read, or worked out, in 
exactly the given sequence. 

● Your own, disciplined commitment required.  The 
reward is big and justifies the effort. 

Who attaches no importance to the truth, is not 
worthy of it. 

The books are not:

● Entertainment, leisure reading, (newspaper) news, 
etc. 



  

Scope of the Books

● In this presentation only keywords are given. 

A brief overview of the topics covered in the books is given, with some 
explanations of basic concepts for first readers.

● The keywords refer to the more detailed treatment in the given books / 
writings. There, too, everything was avoided not necessarily required for the 
demonstration and explanation. The texts were kept as short as possible. 

● Even the books are just an introduction to a much larger work, the 
disclosure of the prophetic salvation history. There several keys, and 
selected examples of their application are presented in more detail.



  

Sequence of the Books

● The writings are based on each other. It is therefore advisable to read them in the chronological order 
they were written.

That is, results from derivatives and declared terms in earlier writings are assumed to be known and used. 
● Overview and sequence of the writings:

1. Die Sieben Zeiten (Contains the contributions from 28. April 2013 up to 8. September 2013)
(The Seven Times)

2. Könige Teil 1: Revolution. Napoleon und das Ende des Nordreichs Israel  
     (from 19. März 2014) (Kings Part 1: Revolution. Napoleon and the end of the northern kingdom of Israel)

3. Könige Teil 2: Tobit. Portugal und Brasilien (from 30. March 2014)
(Kings Part 2: Tobit. Portugal and Brasil)

4. Könige Teil 3: Immanuel  (from 24. April 2014) (Kings Part 3: Immanuel)

5. Könige Teil 4: Englische Könige  (from 2. November 2014) (Kings Part 4: English kings)

6. Gericht Teil 1: Henoch  (from 7. October 2015) (Judgment Part 1: Enoch)

7. Gericht Teil 2: Das Leben Mariens. Michel Nostradamus  (from 31. May 2016) 
(Judgment Part 2: Life of Mary. Michel Nostradamus)

The writings are available at: sperling2.wordpress.com/navigation/dokumente/ 

http://sperling2.wordpress.com/navigation/dokumente/
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3. Brief explanation of terms



  

The Seven Times

What are the „Seven Times“?

● The main key to the prophetic time structure of the Holy 
Scriptures (Old and New Testament).

Application opens:

● The entire history of salvation, particularly that of Christianity. The 
Times will be predicted accurately, in some cases even to the day.

● More time keys are derived that map different time eras.

● More prophetic writings are completely decoded (and legitimized). 
Among them are such.  

a)The (Ethiopian) Book of Enoch 

b)The Centuries of Michel Nostradamus



  

The Seven Times

How are the"seven times" applied? 

● The „seven times“ are a fixed time period. It combines an event 
from the past with an event that occurs at exactly this time period 
later. 

A „pre-form“ (prefiguring type) from the time of the Old 
Testament is connected to the „fulfillment“ in the days of 
Christianity, the New Testament. 



  

The Exact Value of the 
Time Period of the Seven Times

How to determine the exact value of the time period?

● The value can be determined from any recognized pair “preform” –  
“fulfillment”. The pair whose dating is best known is used, in order to 
obtain the most accurate value.

● The Sun determines the exact value of the "seven times". The solar 
eclipse of May 28, 585 BC allowed the oldest dating of an historical 
event to the day.

The battle at the Halys River between the realms of the Lydians in the 
west and the Medes in the east was ended by an eclipse that was 
interpreted as an omen. The eclipse ended also, in the 6 th year, the 
war between the empires.



  

The Exact Value of the 
Time Period of the Seven Times

The „Preform“:

● The eclipse that ended the war. 
Time of the core shadow on the field of 
battle on the river of Halys:

May 28, 585 BC 15:51 UT

Calibration point #1

The „Fulfillment“:

● The explosion of the atomic 
bomb on Hiroshima.

 August 5, 1945 23:16:02 UT

Calibration point #2

● The time difference is the time period of the “seven times”:

923773,309 Days
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4. Application examples



  

● There are very few observed and recorded historical supernovae whose 
existence has been unequivocally proven scientifically (e. g. by watching 
the explosion residues).

● Among these 5 supernovae are time markers of salvation history:

1. SN185 Dated the flood („7Z“)

2. SN1006 Dated the birth of Moses („7Z“)

3. SN1054 Dated the expulsion from paradise (2 x „7Z“)

4. SN1572 (Tycho) Dated the consecration of the temple of Solomon („7Z“)

5. SN1604 (Kepler) Dated the crucifixion of Jesus Christ 
(derivation from “7Z”)

Historical Supernovae.
Calibration Points of Time.



  

Some Matches

„Preform“ „Fulfillment“ after Seven Times („7Z“)

The change of the name of 
Jacob to Israel after wrestling 
with the angel.

The Imperial Coronation of Charles the 
Great on Christmas day in the year 800. 
The beginning of the Catholic Empire.

The life span Ishmael. The expansion phase of the Arabs under 
Islam.

The completion of the temple 
of Solomon.

The victory at Lepanto on 
October 7, 1571.

The consecration of the 
temple of Solomon.

The establishment of the Feast of the 
Rosary, or Mary of Victory, a year after 
the victory of Lepanto. Also SN1572 as a 
timestamp.



  

The Second World War

„Preform“ „Fulfillment“ after „7Z“

Kingdom of Judah Germany (with Austria and Italy)

Empire Babylon Soviet Union

Zedekiah, the last king of Judah. Adolf Hitler

The Pharaoh Adolf Hitler (multiple 
correspondences are possible)

Nebuchadnezzar of Babylon Joseph Stalin

● Many day-precise dates with Ezekiel (also Jeremiah and Kings). 

● The large number of the exact matches for a chain of important 
events excludes chance.

● Some correspondences:



  

Example of Multiple Fulfillments:
Adolf Hitler

● Zedekiah („7Z“)
– The last King of Judah. The last King of Christian 

Israel at all (according to "7Z ").

● The Pharaoh („7Z“)
– A. Rosenberg doctrine elevated to the party's 

ideology. This is neo-paganism (race, blood, DNA 
instead of Christ and Christianity). 

● Nehemiah („RS“)
– Cupbearer of the king of kings (Neh 1:11). 

– Builder of the walls after the devastation in a time of 
trouble. 

– 12 years governor of Judah (Neh 5:14). 

– Dissolver of the intermarriage: Edom (Jewry) - Israel 
(Christianity)



  

The Second World War
Precise Times (1 of 2)

No.
#

Date
(day.mo.year)

Date after 
7 times 
(day.mo.year)

Time in the 
Scripture

Event („Preform“)

1. 16.11.626 BC 23.1.1905  Nabopolassar crowns himself king in Babylon after his 
rebellion against Assyria. He is the first Babylonian king.

2. 17.9.592 BC 25.11.1938 5 day, 6 month, 6 year 
of exile

To Ezekiel are shown the abominations in the Jerusalem 
Temple. Ez 8:1

3. 13.8.591 BC 21.10.1939 10 day, 5 month, 7 
year of exile

The infidelities of Israel are communicated to the elders.  
Ez 20:1

4. 15.1.588 BC 25.3.1942 10 day, 10 month, 9 
year of exile

Beginning of the siege of Jerusalem. Ezekiel's vision of 
the rusty pot that is to be cleansed by fire and embers. 
Jer 39:1,52:4, Ez 24:1

5. 7.1.587 BC 17.3.1943 12 day, 10 month, 10 
year of exile

Ezekiel announces the fate of Egypt. Ez 29:1

6. 30.4.587 BC 8.7.1943 7 day, 1 month, 11 
year of exile

The arm of Pharaoh was broken. Ez 30:20

7. 22.6.587 BC 30.8.1943 1 day, 3 month, 11 
year of exile

Ezekiel prophesies the fall of the Pharaoh. Comparison 
with fallen cedar. Ez 31:1



  

The Second World War
Precise Times (1 of 2)

No.
#

Date Date after 
7 times

Time in the Scripture Event („Preform“)

8. 17.7.586 BC 23.9.1944 9 day, 4 month, 11 year 
year of reign of Zedekiah

The Babylonians make a breach in the city walls of 
Jerusalem. Jer 39:2,52:5-6, 2Kings 25:2-4

9. 14.8.586 BC 21.10.1944 7 day, 5 month, 19 year 
of reign of 
Nebuchadnezzar

Nebusaradan arrives in Jerusalem. 2Kings 25:8

10. 9.12.586 BC 15.2.1945 5. day 9 (10 ?) month, 
12. year of exile

The refuge was taken away. The refugee brings the news 
of the fall of Jerusalem the fell silent Ezekiel. Ez 24:25-27, 
33:21

11. 3.3.585 BC 11.5.1945 1 day, 12 month, 12 year 
of exile

The Pharaoh has fallen silent. The dirge is sung over the 
Pharaoh, over Egypt and its splendor. Ez 32:1

12. 17.3.585 BC 25.5.1945 15 day, (12 month, 12 
year of exile)

About the place of the dead in the underworld. Ez 32:17

13. 12.10.539 BC

29.10.539 BC

20.12.1991

6.1.1992

 Babylon falls. Persians occupy Babylon. 

The victorious Persian King Kyros enters the capital 
Babylon. (* Conversion error jul. - greg. in the book)



  

The Soviet Union 
as the Empire Babylon

No.
#

Soviet Union
Date

Empire Babylon
Date

Date after 
„7Z“ (d.m.y)

1. 22. January 22, 1905 The beginning of the 
first Russian Revolution of 1905 with the St. 
Petersburg “Bloody Sunday”.

The new Babylonian Empire arose under Nabopolassar, a 
commander of the Assyrian king. When Assyria was 
weakened, he took the opportunity to rebel. Although he 
failed to capture the city of Nippur, the former powerbase of 
the Assyrians, he was able to occupy the city of Babylon. 
He appointed himself King on November 16, 626 BC

23.1.1905

2. November 7, 1917 Takeover of the power 
by the Bolsheviks in the "October 
revolution" in St. Petersburg.  

July 17, 1918 the emperor / czar of Russia 
Nikolaus II and family is murdered.

In 612 BC Nabopolassar conquered the Assyrian capital of 
Nineveh. It is believed that during the conquest of the city 
the Assyrian king was killed.

612 BC 
corresponds 
to (3.1918 - 
3.1919).

3. December 12, 1991 The Russian SFSR 
exits from the Soviet Union. 
December 25, 1991 Mikhail Gorbachev 
resigns from his post as president of the 
Soviet Union
December 31, 1991 Official end of the 
Soviet Union.

October 20, 539 BC The Babylonian Empire was 
conquered by the Persian Empire under Cyrus II. Troops of 
Persia occupy the capital Babylon.

October 29, 539 BC Cyrus II enters the capital Babylon.

28.12.1991

6.1.1992



  

Kings: Napoleon and the End of the 
Northern Kingdom of Israel

● Left picture:  Overview of the reigns of the 
last four kings of the northern Kingdom of 
Israel and the three Assyrian Kings of this 
time.  (A readable segment in the next 
slide. Overview in the book.)

● Reigns of the last kings are exemplarily 
examined in great detail. The chain of the 
numerous correspondence is highlighted.

● The correspondences the named kings 
are shown: Menachem, Pekahiah, Pekah, 
Hoshea, Rezin, Tiglathpileser III, 
Shalmaneser V, Sargon II.

● Correspondences of events: Fall of 
Samaria, the Angel that kills the Assyrian 
army, Damascus, among others.



  

Kings: Napoleon and the End of the 
Northern Kingdom of Israel

Excerpt from: Overview of the reigns of the last four kings of the northern Kingdom of 
Israel and the three Assyrian Kings of this time.



  

The Book of Tobit. 
Portugal and Brazil.

● Left picture: Overview of the times of the 
book of Tobit.

● Calibration point: The Lisbon earthquake is 
the equivalent of the earthquake in the times 
of Amos. Time and geographic location 
identifies Portugal (and Brazil) as Naftali and 
calibrates the times.

● Tobit is the history of Portugal and Brazil. 
The wedding bride in remote Media is Brazil.

● Correspondences of the persons: Tobit, 
Tobias, Achikar, Nadab.



  

Kings: Emperor Francis II & I and 
Immanuel

● Left picture: The Immanuel 
prophecy.

● Emperor Francis II & I. is the “7Z” 
correspondence of king  Hezekiah of 
Judah.

● His time as Emperor corresponds to 
the life of Jesus Christ in decisive 
events: the birth, the teaching as a 
12 year old in the temple and the 
death.



  

Kings: Emperor Francis II & I and 
Immanuel

● The beginning as an emperor of Franz II & I. 
corresponds to the birth of the Immanuel on 
1.3.1792 (also beginning of the 7-fold life of Jesus 
Christ).

● The triple promise of God to Hezekiah comes true 
also to the Emperor Francis II & I. The times for 
the latter are known accurately and are verifiable
– The large sundial wonder of a 10-year time movement.

– The averting of the Assyrian danger (Napoleon's time 
as Sargon II was shortened by 10 years)

– The extension of the life span of the emperor by 15 
years.

● Several other, prophetically significant matches 
and timestamps: (30-fold life of Jesus Christ, 
1000-year empire, Napoleon's invasion of Russia). Emperor Francis II & I.

[Hesekiah]



  

English Kings

● Left picture: One of several overviews 
of the English kings. Here: Dynasty 
Omri and the house of Ahab.

● Unusually high number of matches 
that identify the ruling clearly as 
correspondences of the Kings of the 
northern Kingdom of Israel and of the 
Kings of Tyre. Because "everything" 
matches random matches can be 
excluded as nearly infinitely unlikely.



  

English Kings

● Shown are the correspondence of the persons:

Omri, Ahab, Ahaziah of Judah, Ahaziah of Israel, 
Jehoram of Judah, Jehoram of Israel, (cover) 
Jehoshaphat, Athaliah of Judah, Tibni, Joash of 
Judah, Hiël the re-builder of Jericho, Nabot, the 
two lying witnesses, Jezebel, Hanna in the temple, 
the noble woman from Shunem, the child 
awakened from the dead, High priest Jojada, Jehu 
dynasty (transition and time frame), Astarte, 
Deleastartus, Phelles , Ithobaal I, Abdastartus, 
Astarymus, Baal-Eser I, Hiram, among others.



  

English Kings

Charles II. (Painting by John Riley)

[King Ahab of Israel]   

●  Shown are the correspondences:
– Tribe Asher (England / British Isles, here as a tribe of Christian 

Israel)
– Island Tyre and Phoenicia (also England / British Isles, here 

as a pagan empire)

– Edom (Jewry, here as their new gathering place in the 
rebellious Netherlands , after the expulsion from Spain)

– The English colony New York (Carthage), among others

● The history of the origin of Freemasonry in England (the 
Baal worship of Tyre) as a counter-power to the Catholic 
Church. The two pillars of Freemasonry Judaism (head 
and core of the synagogue of Satan) and the members 
of Freemasonry from the nations who betray their own 
people and Christ (as allies, but mostly as servants and 
protective covering of the core).

   



  

English Kings

● The identity of the true Hiram and Salomon from Holy 
Scripture, and the false, Masonic substitutes and 
intruders are identified.

● The times of the origin of Freemasonry are shown. 
Among these: the consecration of the two pillars, the 
sacrificial rituals (murders), including the sacrifice of a 
false Saviour aping the death of Jesus Christ.

● The three each deeper levels of the apostasy from the 
Catholic Church are reproduced by the three dynasties 
of the Northern Kingdom of Israel, that have forsaken 
Jerusalem (Rome).    
– Jeroboam (the Protestantism of Luther, Electors of Saxony) 

– Baasha (Calvinism, Stadtholder of the Netherlands) 

– House Ahab under Jezebels influence (Freemasonry, 
English Kings)

Elisabeth I

[Astarte]



  

Enoch: The Conspiracy 
of the Watchers

Assembly of the participants of the Second 
Vatican Council.

[The Conspiracy of the Watchers on Mount 
Hermon. (Book of Enoch)]

● The Book of Enoch describes the conspiracy of the 
hierarchy of the guardians of the faith against God.

● It is written for the last times:

Henoch 1:1-2 „The words of the blessing of 
Enoch, wherewith he blessed the elect and 
righteous, who will be 2 living in the day of 
tribulation, when all the wicked and godless are 
to be removed. “

● The conspiracy of the hierarchy is the Second 
Vatican Council of the Catholic Church, 
(10.11.1962 - 12.08.1965), under the first newly 
installed Pope after the Second World War, John 
23rd.



  

Enoch: La Salette and Tohoku

Statue in the place of the 
apparition on the 19.9.1846 of 

our Lady of La Salette

● The times in the Book of Enoch are specified 
by the "F24" ( "Flood 24:1") key. It is a 
mapping of the time until the flood on the times 
of the end, scaled 24:1.

● "F24" can be derived in two independent ways:

1. The apparition date of the Mother of God in La 
Salette on 19.9.1846. There she has already 
announced the apostasy.

2. The Tohoku earthquake near Japan from 
11.3.2011. The timing allows very precise 
calibration.



  

Enoch: Motive of the Conspiracy

● The watchers from the time before the flood wanted to father 
children with the daughters of men, i.e. the descendants of 
Cain, who was cursed by God. (Chrysostomos, Hom. XXII to Genesis)

● The document "Nostra aetate" is the kiss of Judas, the 
conspirators gave to the mystical body of Christ, to deliver 
him to his enemies, the synagogue of Satan. The worship of 
the Catholic church became impure. The worship of the 
"mystical body" of Satan, the collective Antichrist and mortal 
enemy of the Christians, Jewry, introduced the worship of 
demons. (Henoch 19:1)

● This "marriage" was forged in hell and is wrong.



  

Enoch: The Last Shepherds

● The times of the last shepherds 
are contained only slightly veiled 
in the book of Enoch.

● The shepherds are the popes of 
the Catholic Church. There is no 
other church.

● The number of the shepherds, the 
duration of their reign, the 
destruction they cause and their 
condemnation by the Lord is 
recorded.

   



  

The Tribes of Israel in 
the Old and New Testament

The physical map gives additional 
Information. To recognize the 
identities of Christian Israel:

● Enlarge the map sevenfold.
● Turn the sheet.

Above: The  allocated areas to the tribes of Israel. 
The land allocation in this drawing is from a template 
that represents an approximation with at least no 
grave errors. The map is mirrored. 
Below: For comparison, the map of Europe (~ 1890).

   



  

30fold und 7fold Mapping of 
the Life of Jesus Christ and Maria



  

The Seven TimeMeasures

No Name Circumfe-
rence (U)
Length [Days]

Duration (D). 
Mapped time 
[Days]

Mapped time
 from – to
“Preform”

Mapped time
 from – to
“Fulfillment”

0 Great circle 
of trial

2198805 – – – 

1 Enoch 1837257 361548 21.12.4006 BC
1.11.3016 BC

8.2.1026
3.1.2016

2 Flood 1592195 245062 1.11.3016 BC
11.10.2344 BC

10.1.1345
3.1.2016

3 Seven 
Times

923773 668422 11.10.2344 BC
26.10.515 BC

6.12.185
3.1.2016

4 Persians 844913 78860 26.10.515 BC
22.9.299 BC

4.2.1800
3.1.2016

5 Seleucids 796101 48812 22.9.299 BC
13.5.165 BC

13.5.1882
3.1.2016

6 Edom 726173 69928 13.5.165 BC
26.10.27

20.7.1824
3.1.2016

7 Wars of the 
Antichrists

668520 57653 26.10.27
30.8.185

27.2.1858
3.1.2016



  

The Life of Mary

● The times of the historical (1x), 
the 30-fold and 7-fold life of Mary 
can be accurately determined.

● Crucial information is contained 
in the writings of Anne Catherine 
Emmerich.

The shrine of Mary in the emperor's 
cathedral in Aachen (detail).



  

The Life of Mary

● Left picture: Overview of the 
times of the life of Mary.

● Enlarged (readable) excerpts 
follow in the next slides.



  

The Life of Mary. (Historical, 1x)



  

The Life of Mary. (30x)



  

The Life of Mary. (7x)



  

Time of the Crucifixion of Jesus Christ

Sunset and moonrise on 
the day of the crucifixion 
of Jesus Christ, on the 
9th April 27 A.D., around 
or shortly after the time of 
death. 

(Location: Jerusalem. All 
times are in CET/Rome = 
UTC+1)



  

Time of the Crucifixion of Jesus Christ

Sunset and moonrise for the 9th April 27 A. D. 

The position of the horizon line relative to the visible Moon - 
and Sun's surface, at the same time is shown. The horizon 
crossing takes place simultaneously.



  

 Beginning of the 7fold Life of Mary

Beginning (birth) of the 7-fold life of Mary on 
October 26, 1577.

The calculated time is consistent with the time of the 
full moon. The sun is in the balance, announcing a 
coming judgment. A large comet, "C / 1577 V1", 
approaches the sun, as if he wanted to attack the 
sun, and flies under the foot of the Virgin. He will 
reach the point nearest to the sun (perihelion) on the 
next day. The "Great Comet of 1577", C / 1577 V1, 
was one of the brightest ever observed comets.

Location: Rome



  

Nostradamus: 
The Dating of the Quatrains

● The prophetic centuries (942 quatrains) of Nostradamus 
have been decrypted.

● The dating of the quatrains is carried out in two main 
stages:

1. Calibration of the “Planetary Clock”. This way only about 25 to 
35 of the 942 quatrains can be dated. The others do not contain 
positional information of the planets.

2. The “Month Structure” of 942 quatrains. This allows the 
chronological grouping of quatrains within months and is 
applicable to all quatrains.  



  

Nostradamus: The Planetary Clock

● The master key is the time of the 
beginning of the 7-fold life of Mary, 
October 26, 1577. 

● It is the time for which the 
positions of all seven "planet 
pointers" of the planetary clock are 
specified in the letter to Henry II.

● With the calibrated planetary clock 
all quatrains with given planetary 
positions can be dated 
(approximately 25-35 quatrains).



  

Nostradamus: The Month Structure

● The quatrains are arranged in weeks with 8 days.
● The month is outlined in red.
● The weeks were arranged side by side to immediately detect the 

corresponding quatrains (  chronologically adjacent same color).≙
● At the month border there is a break (on the left in the picture).



  

Nostradamus: The Connections 
of the HalfCenturies



  

Octogon and Hexagon: 
The Struggle in Genesis 3:15

● With the right connections of the 
half-centuries the picture of ”Mary, 
the Serpent's Head Crusher” 
arises from genesis 3:15.

● It is an octogon (half-centuries) 
surrounded by twelve stars 
(months) on a hexagon 
surrounded by ten crowns. The 
hexagon is pierced with a spear / 
crossbar.



  

Octogon and Hexagon: 
The Struggle in Genesis 3:15

Genesis 3:15

15 I will put enmities between 
thee and the woman, and thy 
seed and her seed: she shall 
crush thy head, and thou 
shalt lie in wait for her heel. 
(Douay-Rheims Catholic Bible)

● Left picture:  "The Immaculate Conception" 
by Giovanni Battista Tiepolo, 1767-1769, 
Museo del Prado in Madrid

● Center picture:  "The Archangel Michael 
fighting with the devil", by Hubert Gerhard, 
1588, Jesuit church St. Michael in Munich



  

Octogon: First Chronology

● The upper half of the picture "Octogon and 
Hexagon: The struggle in Genesis 3:15" is 
reproduced here in another form of representation. 
With "V15" to "V31", the "month" (or “connections”) 
have been named. In parentheses under the 
month number the length of the month in quatrains 
(or "days") is specified. The month length can thus 
be read from the above image.

● Example V27 is the connection between C5Aα 
and C3Aω and contains 17+22=39 quatrains.

● The beginning of the first chronicle is at V21 and 
ends there again after it goes through one 
revolution in the arrow direction (here clockwise).

● At the point at which the octogon is connected to 
the crossbar is just a "month" with the length of 57 
"days", consisting of V15, V19 and V31. These 
three are only one month, but depending on the 
chosen route follow three different path lengths.



  

Octogon: First Chronology

The table shows the completed first chronology:

Event and/or Description in the Letter 
to Henry II

First Chronology
Letter to Henry II

Number of 
Quatrains

From Adam to Noah 1242 124

From Noah to Abraham 1080 106
(2 are missing)

From Abraham to Moses 515 oder 516 52

From Moses to David 570 57

From David to Jesus Christ 1350 135

*[From Jesus Christ to the beginning of 
the prophecies]

[1490] 149

[Duration of the prophecies] [500] 50
*[ … ]: The brackets indicate items that contain interpretations / calculations.



  

DiskOverview

● Left picture:  Disk-overview with the two 
chronologies and month lengths.

● The second chronology has two totals 
depending on the counting method.

● The picture Genesis 3:15 and the two 
chronologies are a type of checksum. The 
right solution was found.

Sum of the 
Quatrains

Sum in years
Letter to Henry II

First way of counting the circulation 
chain (left) 
Sum as given in the letter (right)

417 4173J, 8M

Second way of counting the circulation 
chain (left) 
Sum of the parts in the letter (right)

409 4092J, 2M



  

Outline

5. Conclusions



  

Conclusions
● For those who sincerely seek the truth a sentence which includes the key, as a 

starting point for further investigation, is sufficient. From this sentence they 
themselves can derive everything here discussed and even more. 

This presentation and the books help to find the results faster.

● This sentence is: 

The master key of the Holy Scriptures is the time period of 
the "seven times", the length of 923773 days, which 
connects the events in the "preform" from the Old Testament 
with the "fulfillment" in the time of the New Testament.

● For the others all books will not be sufficient as explanation.
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6. Call to participate



  

Call to Participate

● Convince yourself of the truthfulness of the contents. Read, check. 
Recognize the importance.

● Share and make these writings known. If you have the ability 
translate texts to increase the reach. Permission is hereby granted.

● Financial support of the project. 
All writings are available free of charge to everybody, even though 
they are the result of several years of work. The project can be 
continued only with support. (Contact area or PM)



  

The Christian Israel

Revelation 21:5-7

5 And he that sat on the throne, said: Behold, I make all things 
new. And he said to me: Write. For these words are most faithful 
and true. 

6 And he said to me: It is done. I am Alpha and Omega: the 
Beginning and the End. To him that thirsteth, I will give of the 
fountain of the water of life, freely. 

7 He that shall overcome shall possess these things. And I will 
be his God: and he shall be my son. 

● The Christian Israel - there is no other - is the 
fulfillment of the old testament Israel. Everything was 
made new.

New in the perfection of the Church triumphant in heaven, 
new also in the struggle of the Church on Earth. As in 
heaven so on Earth.

Heart of Jesus mountain fires in Tyrol



  


